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I can no other answer make, but, thanks, and thanks.
William Shakespeare





In 1989, the first bilingual stream in Dutch secondary education was born. A mere 19 years later, around one hundred school in the Netherlands who offer Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL). These schools often offer parts of the International Baccalaureate (IB) programme or Cambridge curriculum, in addition the Dutch curriculum. Teaching literature is a big part of these three different curricula and almost always involves teaching Shakespeare. As one of Britain’s most-read authors of all times, Shakespeare is embedded in education for Dutch pupils between age 12 and 18. 
Teaching Shakespeare is not a simple thing in contemporary society where youngsters are accustomed to modern equipment to add excitement to their lives. A well-respected poet and playwright who has been dead for over four centuries does not appeal to the average secondary school pupil. Nevertheless, and with good reason, Britain’s most famous author is still part of the secondary school curriculum. The challenge remains however, to make this topic interesting for the pupils. Many researchers spend their lives studying his life and works and add information to an already huge amount of knowledge. Teaching Shakespeare in secondary education can be quite difficult for teachers, because they have to select information from this huge pile and make it interesting for the pupils. At the same time, pupils often struggle with the Shakespearean language and themes that no longer seem topical. Because Shakespeare in the classroom is often met with aversion, it is important to find a way to make Shakespeare more interesting and easier to grasp without losing depth and the pupils’ interests:  “Students must be shown that his work is relevant to them in some way, or else the teacher risks losing their attention from the very beginning” (Foster and Johnson, 10). This statement illustrates the challenge that teachers face. 
Teachers of English outside the English speaking world often face the great challenge of motivating their pupils to read and analyse Shakespeare’s texts, written in a language that to these pupils, sometimes rarely resembles English as they know it. Even for English teachers in Britain or the USA, this problem exists: “young people, confronted with a language which they are told is their own but which may seem to them entirely foreign, can feel angry or humiliated” (West, vii). In addition, to the language ‘challenge’, Shakespeare’s content is not always easy to understand, or so many seem to think. Different approaches to teaching and comprehending Shakespeare can be found throughout scientific literature on the topic, but very few researchers seem to focus on the use of translations or adaptations where both language and content ‘challenges’ can be dealt with by gaining the pupils’ motivation, but without losing Shakespeare’s charm.
Much of the research with regard to teaching Shakespeare is conducted in English speaking countries and therefore does not investigate the use of translated or adapted material, which can be of great help to solve the problems of difficult content and unwilling readers in the Shakespeare classroom.	
This research examines the effects of various ways of teaching Shakespeare in the classroom. With the help of a survey containing questions on comprehension, motivation and a learning styles test, the researchers hope to distinguish a difference between pupils of different levels, age groups, with different levels of experience and different learning styles, in an attempt to discover whether pupils prefer to work with the original text first and then use a translation, or that they prefer to first get a good grasp of the content with use of a translation and then study language with the help of the original text. For this reason, the following research questions have been formulated:

Main question
	What is the most effective text order – with regard to the use of translated and authentic material – when teaching Shakespeare at a secondary school?
Sub questions
	What do we mean by an ‘effective text order’?
	Which text order motivates pupils more to read a Shakespeare text?
	Which version (authentic or translation) do pupils enjoy reading more, and what is the role of text order?
	Which text order increases the motivation to read a Shakespeare text in the future?
	Which text order leads to better understanding of a Shakespeare text?
	Which version (authentic or translation) do pupils find easier to read and understand, and what is the role of text order?
	How do pupils perceive the difficulty of reading Shakespeare?
The answer to these questions can help to paint a clearer picture about motivation and understanding with regard to Shakespeare sonnets. The outcome can be an indication to teachers of English, both in the Netherlands and abroad.

Hypotheses
The researchers anticipate that text order two (translation – authentic) will lead to better understanding, but that the pupils will find text order A - T  more enjoyable to work with. This is due to the fact that with text order A - T , pupils first have to read the more difficult authentic text. This will be a challenge, the translated version after they have read the authentic will feel like an explanation or reward after the first, difficult, version. Pupils will have the idea that everything is clarified and they will end the survey (and in real life the lesson) on a positive note. 
Text order two, on the other hand, possibly leads to a better understanding of the authentic text. In this text order, the pupils first get to know the content of the sonnet through the translated version. Only after they have read this adapted text, they face the authentic text (which adds the extra difficult language component). 




The roots of this research lie in a multitude of research areas such as educational psychology and subject related methodology, which leave the main research question unanswered. To date, and to the researchers knowledge, this specific approach to teaching literature has not been examined specifically or in relation to acquiring motivation, the enhancement of reading comprehension, or the correlation to specific learning styles. Much of the conducted research with regard to teaching Shakespeare has focused on different activities and on language. However, since research on teaching Shakespeare is often conducted in English speaking countries, the use of translations is not part of the majority of research. The use of adaptations or ‘sanitized texts’ (Griffin, 104) is criticized, but not uncommon, but these adaptations are not commonly used in a non-English speaking country. 

Reading Motivation
Conducting research in the area of reading motivation is a complex construct with many different angles. The origin of motivation is not easily captured and the effects of motivation have captured many researchers’ attention. A recent study by Guthrie et al (2007) has attempted to bring together several factors that together form the basis of motivation (interest, perceived control, collaboration, involvement and efficacy). Earlier research by Guthrie and Wigfield (2000) suggests “that motivations influences reading comprehension growth” (Guthrie et al., 283). However, this latter research has been laboratory and therefore the researchers wondered whether this correlation extends to a classroom context and conducted their more recent research. This elaborate research entailed the interviewing of pupils and teachers, motivation self-reports, and reading comprehension scores, but the essence of the research does not answer to the question of text sequence. Some interesting findings of this research include that “collaboration with others did not appear a necessary condition for all children to engage fully in reading” (306) and that pupils with “high level involvement and efficacy for specific books more general motivation growth over a period of 3 months” (310). Earlier research by Guthrie (“Contexts for engagements and Motivation in Reading”) was conducted in lower grades than the current research, it is still likely that the basic construct of motivation still stands in upper secondary education. This research will show if the factor of text sequence increases the motivation and if, accordance with Guthrie et al., this also increases comprehension. It seems interesting to see if motivation in reading comprehension extents to Shakespeare’s sonnets and if motivation correlates with other aspects such as age, mother tongue, learning style and understanding.

Reading Comprehension
The area of reading comprehension seems to be one that is becoming increasingly popular with researchers as well as with the teaching staff. Teachers often wonder what the right way is for increasing reading comprehension, as there are many different ways of teaching reading comprehension. Ivey and Fisher (2005) agree with Guthrie and Wigfield on the influence of “self-efficacy, interest and strategic knowledge” (9). Their article includes a number of strategies that have proven to worked well or failed miserably. A popular approach to successfully teaching reading comprehension comes from Liang and Dole (2006), who argue in favour of using an instructional framework. A framework is not simply a number of reading lessons put together, but “instead, teachers must put together lessons based on some organizing principles or ideas” (743). A number of instructional frameworks are mentioned, but none appear to pay attention to sequence of texts. Reading comprehension, in addition to motivation, lies at the heart of this research. With help of the survey, the researchers hope to gain more understanding in facilitating the growth of reading comprehension with regard to Shakespearean sonnets. Although in this field of research many strategies have been described – some more successful than others – no specific research has been conducted to analyse the use of different versions of a text and text order. 

Teaching Shakespeare
In addition to enhancing motivation and comprehension, the challenge increases with the topic of literature. Some teachers opt for the use of different work formats, traditional close reading or some form of high tech teaching. Another option is to work with adaptations which enable pupils to see past the language and focus more on content: 
 	When our students study plays by Shakespeare or other Renaissance 
 	dramatists, they are typically exposed to them in texts rendered more 
 	‘readable’ than their originals by editors and publishers who have printed 
 	them in clean and attractive type faces, modernized their spelling, delineated  
 	acts and scenes, indicated stage directions, and offered definitions of 
 	unfamiliar words and phrases as well as explanations (often, in actuality, 
 	interpretations) of obscure allusions. (Griffin in Salomon, p104) 
This way, the text becomes more accessible to the average pupil, but an important aspect of reading motivation is then not explored. Part of the involvement comes from the quest the pupils undertake to dissect the text and try to form their own understanding of the author, content and timeframe: 
 	These sanitized texts, whose goal is to remove as many barriers as possible 
 	to careful reading, interpretation, and enjoyment of the plays, may actually be 
 	inducing just the opposite kinds of practices in our students: Encouraged to 
 	think of the task of decoding and interpreting such texts as an unnatural and  
 	artificial activity, they may be moving through their assignments at such a clip 
 	and in so perfunctory matter that they are comprehending little and 
 	appreciating hardly. (Griffin in Salomon, p104)
Yet, if offered only the original text an important part is missing as well. Through translations and adaptations pupils can relate the text more easily to their own lives which brings the text closer. Other options employed by teachers are “performance-based strategies [which is] less popular and recreative methods [which is] least popular” (Wade and Sheppard, 1994). This research hopes to show the significance in using different versions of the same text and its relation to enhancing understanding and motivation.

Learning styles
The survey used for this research enables the researchers to analyse the results for three different learning styles; listeners, visualisers and movers. Learning styles are very personal and influence pupils’ study behaviour. It seems worthwhile to investigate whether different learning styles require different teaching approaches.
Visualisers have a strong preference for visual input such as diagrams, illustrations, written texts etc. They learn most effectively through seeing the study material. The results of this group are especially important, since visual learners rely so heavily on written texts. The other two learning styles, are less dependent on written texts. Listeners, for example, learn best through discussion with other people, and other forms of audio input. Movers prefer a more hands-on and active approach, with which they are able to discover the meaning of a text themselves. 

Conclusion




3.	Design and methodology 
In order to answer the research questions, the researchers designed a survey for secondary school pupils in Finland (Appendix I) and America (Appendix II). The survey inquires (among other ‘variables’) the pupils’ understanding and motivation regarding two versions of Shakespeare’s sonnet 116; the original sonnet and a translation into either Finnish or modern-day English. In addition, the survey includes a learning styles test and a set of extra questions regarding age, native language, gender, etc. 

Part 1: the sonnets
For this Shakespeare research, the researchers have decided to use a sonnet in their survey because it is relatively short, it is understandable as a separate piece of text, and translated in almost every language of the world. Sonnet 116 is particularly suitable, because the content is quite tangible, and it is relatively easy to phrase six questions on understanding the content of this sonnet. While designing the sets of questions (two sets of three questions, see below), the researches have formulated one question about the general meaning of the sonnet (e.g. “What is Shakespeare’s attitude towards love in this poem?”) and two questions that deal with a more specific part of the sonnet (e.g. “The word ‘this’ (line 13) refers to ____?”). 
The objectives of this part of the survey are to test the pupils´ motivation (how much they liked to read the sonnet) and understanding (these are our two criteria to measure effectiveness in teaching) of the two different versions of the sonnet, and the influence of the order of the two versions of the sonnet on motivation and understanding.
Motivation for a particular sonnet has been asked by a scaled-answer question (1-5). Understanding of a sonnet is based on three multiple-choice questions per sonnet. In addition, understanding –  for both the authentic and the translated version – has been surveyed on the pupils own perception (“Do you think the sonnet is difficult to read and understand?”), also on a five points scale. Also, the second sonnet of the survey (this can be either the authentic or the translated sonnet, see below), had two additional questions (one on motivation/ likeability and one on understanding). These questions asked the pupils to choose between the two versions of sonnet 116; which they liked and understood better. To conclude the first part of the survey, pupils were asked if the would like to read more Shakespeare after these readings.
To test understanding, the researchers have phrased six multiple-choice questions for the sonnet. Although it is attempted to make the questions as equally difficult as possible, they are distributed over the different handouts in order to eliminate the effect of possible differentiation in the level of the questions asked. This has led to the design of 8 different handouts for this research: AIa, AIIa, AIb, AIIb, FIa, FIIa, Fib, FIIb. Handouts starting with an A have a translation into modern-day English, and were used at the American High School. Handouts starting with an F have a Finnish translation, and were used at the Finnish secondary school.
If the number of the handout is I, the authentic sonnet has set I of multiple-choice questions, the second set is used to survey the translated sonnet. If the number on the handout is II, the authentic sonnet has set II of multiple-choice questions, and the first set has been applied to the translation. The final letter of the code indicates text-order. An a refers to authentic-translated, a b indicates that first the translation and then the original text is offered. 

Part 2: the learning styles survey
The researchers looked at a variety of learning styles survey. After consultation with Dr. Jaques Haenen (IVLOS institute, Utrecht University), an expert on learning psychology, a learning style test from Thieme-Meulenhoff was selected (http://www.touchdown-online.nl/). This test suits the research because it is developed for secondary school pupils, therefore, the test is short, understandable and it provides three clear profiles: a visualizer, a listener, or a mover. 

Part 3: the extra questions
































* All variables are described in the explanation above, except ‘level’. The researchers have divided the survey group into three levels based on observation, a talk with their teachers of English, and the level of English of the course they were following.

Data gathering – Finland 
In Finland, respondents 1 – 45, participated in the research (total of 45 respondents). The respondents were all in upper Secondary grade 1, 2, or 3 (16-19 years old), all had approximately the same level, and were spread over five classes (mostly small clusters). The participants all received a hand-out (example see Appendix I). The 4 types of handouts were equally distributed (as can be seen in the data). The respondents needed approximately 20 minutes to complete the survey. Before the research was conducted a small pilot test was conducted, in both countries. These pilot tests indicated, the amount of time that was necessary to complete the survey. 

Data gathering – America
In America, respondents 46 – 112 participated in the research (total of 67 respondents). The respondents were spread over two grades (11th and 12th grade; 16-18 years old), three levels (English 12, CP English 12, AP English 11) and six classes (1 English 12, 2 CP English 12, and three AP English 11).




Which text order motivates pupils more to read a Shakespeare text?
Overall 
When looking at all the respondents combined, text order has no significant influence on the motivation of pupils to read a Shakespeare sonnet. On a scale from 1 to 5 pupils’ motivation to read the authentic sonnet scores a 3.40 if the authentic sonnet is read first. Pupil’s are slightly less motivated (3.32) when reading the authentic sonnet after reading the translated or adapted sonnet (text order two, T – A). Motivation to read the translated or adapted sonnet is slightly higher than for the authentic sonnet; 3.57 if they read the translated text first (text order T - A ), and 3.60 if the pupils read the adapted sonnet after reading the authentic poem. 
Significant differences 
Although the overall results of the surveys show no significant influence of text order on motivation for either of the two versions of the sonnet, a closer look at specific groups of respondents reveals some interesting differences. 
Level: Pupils with a lower level (in this study American twelfth graders who take the two lowest level courses of English offered at their high school), have a higher motivation (level 1; 3.00, level 2; 3.50) for the authentic text with text order one  (authentic – translation, A - T), than when they read the authentic text after reading the adapted form (level 1; 2.25, level 2; 3.12). 
In general, in the level 1 group the motivation to read the adapted text (regardless the text order) is much higher than for the authentic version of the poem they were reading. However, it has to be noted that the level 1 group consists of only nine respondents (compared to thirty-three of level 2, and sixty-eight in the level 3 group).

Which version do pupils enjoy reading most, and what is the role of text order?
Overall 
The pupils’ preference quite clearly lies with the translated version of the sonnet (61.1 % prefers the translated poem over the authentic poem) regardless of text order. The authentic poem is slightly more popular when the pupils are offered text order A - T  (and the authentic poem is read first) than the other way around (40.4 % vs. 37.5%).  
Significant differences 
Native vs. Non-native: Native speakers of English (in this case the American pupils) show a strong preference for the sonnet in modern day English (the translated sonnet); 70.7 % enjoys reading this version over the authentic sonnet. These results are in sharp contrast with the non-native pupils preferences. The Finnish and non-native Americans show no significant preference for either the translation or the original sonnet. 
Learning styles: In text sequence T – A, the majority of listeners (71.4%) seem to think the authentic text is more enjoyable, while the other two learning styles have the opposite opinion: 32.6% find the authentic poem more enjoyable. In the other text sequence (number one) the results show that the minority of movers thinks the authentic is more enjoyable (26.7%), compared to the listeners and visualisers (53.2% of these pupils think the authentic is more fun). 
Gender: Male pupils enjoy reading the authentic poem significantly more if it is the first poem they read (text order A – T) ; 50% thinks it is the most enjoyable poem to read with this text order, only 26% likes the authentic poem better with text order T - A ). Females have a different opinion. Only 33.3% thinks the original is the most enjoyable poem to read with text order A - T , and a majority of 48% likes the authentic poem better with text order T - A  (reading it after the translation). 
Level: The very bright pupils are almost perfectly equally divided between those who enjoy the authentic sonnet (a slight majority of 52.6%), and those who prefer the translation. The other two, lower, levels, show a very strong preference for the translated sonnet.  
Experience: Again, text order appears to play no role in motivation or what text pupils prefer to read. However, the prior knowledge (or experience with Shakespeare) seems to have a strong influence on which text pupils enjoy to read most. Surprisingly, pupils with little experience find more pleasure in reading the authentic text (an average of 65.2 %; 63.6% for text order A - T , 66.7% for text order T - A ) than reading the translated text (33.3% for both text orders prefers the translated text). These percentages are sharply contrasted by pupils who have had some or quite a lot Shakespeare experience. Only an average 35.1% of these pupils prefers the authentic sonnet over the translated version of that sonnet.

Which text order increases the motivation to read a Shakespeare text in the future?
Overall
Analysing the results of the research, text order shows no significant correlation with the motivation of pupils to read more Shakespeare in the future. For the first text order (authentic – translation), the pupils score a 3.11 for motivation (on a scale of five). The second text order (translation – authentic) shows a slightly lower score; 3.04 (on a scale of five).  
Significant differences 
Learning styles: Visualisers and listeners have an average motivation to read Shakespeare after this survey of 2.62 (on a scale of five) when they have read the sonnets in text order A - T . However, if they read the sonnets in the opposite sequence (text order T - A ), their motivation to keep reading Shakespeare is 3.13  Visualisers and listeners have a preference for the second text order (translation – authentic). Movers, on the other hand, have a preference for the first text order (3.32 vs. 3.04).
Gender: Looking at the motivation to read Shakespeare in the future, gender plays an important role. Female pupils have a far higher motivation (average of 3.43) than their male counterparts (average of 2.74) in general. The motivation show no correlation with text order for males nor females. 
Level: While the level one and two pupils have a higher motivation (2.83 versus 2.42) to read Shakespeare in the future with text order T - A  (first the translated and than the original), especially the non-native level three pupils prefer text order A - T  (3.21 versus 2.70).
Experience: Pupils with little experience with Shakespeare have a far less motivation (an average of 2.24), than pupils wits more experience (an average of 3.28).  

Which text order leads to better understanding of a Shakespeare text?
Overall
When looking at the differences for understanding there appears to be little difference with regard to text sequence. On a scale from one to three, the understanding of the authentic text is 2.04 and 2.18 respectively for the different text orders. The understanding of the translated text is a little better, 2.40 and 2.36 out of three, but the difference in text sequence is not significant. 
Significant differences 
Experience: Regardless of the text sequence, and rather logically perhaps, the pupils with more experience with reading a Shakespeare text score significantly better than the pupils with little experience, for both the authentic text and the translation. The pupils with average experience  understand the authentic text better when they first read the translation (1.95 vs. 2.27), but their understanding of the translated material is higher altogether (2.47 and 2.37, for text sequence one and two respectively).
Native vs. Non-native: Text order seems to be of limited influence on understanding between the native and non-native speakers of English. In general, native speakers score higher in understanding than their non-native peers in Finland. However, the difference between these two groups is largest when the authentic text is read first (2.20 vs. 1.84). When the authentic text is read after the translation, the score increases to 2.23 and 2.08. This implies that for non-native speakers, it enhances understanding to read the translation first and then the authentic text. The understanding of the translated text is quite similar, despite text sequence.
Learning style: With regard to the three learning styles there is very little significant difference in understanding in most cases, but one. Pupils with the learning style of ‘mover’ seem to have a better understanding of the translated text after they have read the authentic text. Their score for understanding the translated text in text sequence one is also higher (2.50) than when it is read before the authentic text (2.38). Surprisingly, their understanding of the authentic text is significantly higher in text sequence 2 (1.88 vs 2.25). None of the other two learning style types show this much difference in understanding.
Level: There are little surprises with regard to level. As expected, the higher the level of the pupils, the better they score on understanding, in both text sequences. On average, the translated text is better understood in both text sequences and in all levels. The highest level native speakers got the best scores on understanding.

Which version do pupils find easier to read and understand, and what is the role of text order?
Overall
There seems to be little difference between the different text orders. For text order A - T  61.5% thinks the translated text is easier vs. 38.5% who think the authentic text is easier. For text order T - A  52% thinks the translated text is easier vs. 48% who think the authentic text is easier. This implies that on average, the pupils think the authentic text is easier when they read it after they have read the translated text; 48% (when read after translation) vs. 38.5% (when read before the translated version).
Significant differences 
Native vs. non-native: Interestingly enough, the non-native speakers of English seem to find the authentic text easier: 71.7% vs. 22.4% of the native speakers who think the that the authentic text is easier. The native speakers seem to find the translated text easier: 77.7% vs. 28.4% (of the non-native speakers who find the translated text easier).
Gender: More of the males (67.4%) think the translated text is easier than the authentic text than the females (48.1%). The more of the males (56.5%) and females (53.7%) think the second text they read is easier than the first, regardless of text order. 
Learning styles: In text sequence two the majority of listeners (71.4%) seem to think that the translated text is easier, while the other two learning styles are almost equally divided in their opinion which version is the easiest (for text order T - A ). In the other text sequence (number one) the results show that the majority of the movers also think the translation is easier (66.7%), compared to the listeners and visualisers (only 57.3% of these pupils think the translation is easier). 

How do pupils perceive the difficulty of reading Shakespeare?
Overall	
The pupils were asked to give an indication of how difficult they thought the two different versions of the sonnet were. On a one to five scale they could indicate which of the two versions they thought was more difficult than the others. In general the pupils thought the translated sonnet was easier than the original version, but at the same time there is a significant difference between the different text orders. The translated sonnet was thought of as considerably easier if it was after the original sonnet (1.84 vs. 2.46, on a scale of 1 to 5, 5 being the most difficult).
Significant differences
Native language: Interestingly enough, there seems to be very little difference between native and non-native speakers of English, with regard to perceived difficulty. Both groups find the authentic text more difficult than the translated text. Both groups also agree that the translated text is easiest when it is read after the original (1.73 & 1.76 vs. 2.43 & 2.43). The scores for perceived difficulty of the authentic text show no significant differences. 
Level: Across the different levels there seems to be little agreement that the authentic text seems easier when the pupils first read a translation. The two lower levels (all native speakers) find the authentic text easier when it is the first text they read, whereas the level 3 pupils (both native and non-native speakers) find the authentic text easier to read when it is the second text they read. This difference does not occur with the translated text. There, all levels seem to agree that the translated text is easier after they read the original.





What defines ‘an effective text order’?
The studies and literature on effective teaching are – especially considering the limited scope of this research – overwhelmingly extensive. However, to be able to measure the effectiveness of the two investigated approaches, a clear and practically applicable definition of effective teaching is needed. Therefore, the researchers have defined success with the help of two characteristics: understanding of the authentic text and motivation. In this research these two components determine the quality of the applied teaching strategy (in this case text order) for a specific group of pupils. The researchers consider the understanding of a text by a pupil and the motivation of that pupil for this (type of) text equally important. 

Which text order motivates pupils more to read a Shakespeare text?
In general, text order has little influence on the pupils motivation to read an authentic or translated Shakespeare sonnet. However, in the lower levels, pupils are more motivated for reading the translated or adapted version of the sonnet. 

Which version do pupils enjoy reading most, and what is the role of text order?
The pupils show a clear preference for the translated text, regardless of text order. However, the authentic poem is slightly more popular when it is read before the translated text. Remarkably, however, the Finnish pupils have a strong preference for the authentic text, where the native pupils are more indifferent.
Looking at the pupils’ motivation to read the authentic text, there is a significant difference between boys and girls. Boys are more motivated to read the authentic poem if it is the first poem they read (text order A - T ). Girls appreciate the authentic text more when it is the second poem they read (text order T - A ). This illustrates that –  if the goal of a teacher is to motivate pupils to read original Shakespearean English – a different approach for boys and girls is desirable. 
Looking at the pupils level, it is remarkable that a vast majority of the lower levels, prefers to read the translated text. This might indicate that the original sonnet is too difficult, and therefore de-motivating.
Surprisingly, the pupils with little experience were more motivated to read the authentic text, than pupils with more experience. On the one hand this might suggest that pupils are excited when they start reading the famous English writer. On the other hand, it is a worrying sign that pupils with more experience are less motivated, and all the more reason to have a close look at how to teach Shakespeare.

Which text order increases the motivation to read a Shakespeare text in the future?
Again, text order shows little correlation with the pupils’ desire to read more Shakespeare in the future (after reading the first text order pupils are slightly more motivated (3.11 vs. 3.04) to read more Shakespeare than with text order T - A ).
As mentioned in the hypotheses, movers indeed show a preference for text order A - T , in contrast to the other two learning styles. Movers appear to like the challenge of dealing with a difficult text without a more easy introduction. Listeners and visualisers might need a more step-by-step approach to get used to the content of a text first. They, therefore, show more motivation to read the English writer in the future when they first read the easier version of the sonnet. 
Pupils with little experience have shown a high motivation for the authentic text, however, their motivation to read Shakespeare at a later stage is dramatically low compared to their more experienced counterparts. This might suggest that it is important to introduce the writer before starting to read Shakespeare (the survey did not do this at all). In addition, the prospect of reading more of these difficult texts might be daunting.  

Which text order leads to better understanding of a Shakespeare text?
Text sequence appears to be of little influence in understanding a Shakespeare sonnet. The translations seem to be easier to understand for all the pupils, despite levels, native language, learning style and experience. 
Not surprisingly, pupils who have more experience and/ or have a higher level with reading Shakespeare, score better on understanding the sonnet, regardless of text order. In this case, there is a correlation between motivation and understanding. This corresponds with the answer to sub-question two on motivation. The scores on understanding are higher for the translated text than for the more difficult authentic sonnet. The same goes for native and non-native speakers of English; in general, native speakers have a better understanding of the texts than non-natives. However, non-native speakers score better (compared to their native counterparts), with text order T - A  than one (the difference between the two groups decreases from 0.36 for text order A - T  to a mere 0.15 for text order T - A ). When teaching at a TTO school, text order T - A  is a better way to increase the pupils’ understanding of a Shakespearean sonnet. 

Which version do pupils find easier to read and understand, and what is the role of text order?
A majority of the pupils find the translated text more easy to read and understand. However, for text order T - A  the difference between the two texts is considerably smaller (23% vs. 4%), which shows that the authentic text is considered to be easier when read in text order T - A . This corresponds with the results of the previous sub-question; text order T - A  indeed leads to a better understanding.
Interestingly enough, the non-native speakers think the authentic text is easier (71.7%), whereas the native speakers think the translated text is easier. More boys than girls think the translated text is easier than the authentic. This is remarkable, because previous analysis shows that boys appreciate the authentic text more than girls. 
In text sequence one, the majority of the movers think the translation is easier than the authentic, which contrasts to the other two learning styles who think the authentic text is easier. Looking at text order T - A , more listeners think the translation is easier, and in this case the movers and visualisers think the authentic text is more easy. The perception of the movers and listeners is confirmed in their score on understanding, albeit with only slightly higher scores. In conclusion, however, it can be remarked that the movers perceive text order A - T  to be easier, the listeners prefer text order T - A  in this respect. Again, this correlates with their preferences on motivation. Visualisers, more often than the other two groups, think the authentic text is easier, both for sequence one and two.  

How do pupils perceive the difficulty of reading Shakespeare?
Overall, the translated sonnet is considered to be easier than the original. However, in text order A - T , the difference between the two versions is much larger. For text order T - A , the pupils are more equally divided in their answer to the question: “which text is more difficult to read and understand?”. This implies that, in general, text order T - A  leads to a better perceived understanding of the authentic sonnet.
The two lower levels, in contrast to the higher level, find the authentic text easier to read in text order A - T  (when it is the first text they read). 
In general, all levels agree that – despite text order – the authentic text is more difficult than the translation. Text order influences the perceived difficulty of the authentic text differently with regard to boys and girls. Boys seem to find the authentic text more difficult when it is the second text they read, girls when it is the first text they read. 

Main question
What is the most effective text order – with regard to the use of translated and authentic material – when teaching Shakespeare at a secondary school?
The researchers have defined ‘an effective text order’ as the text order that leads to better understanding of the original text and that leads to a higher motivation to read Shakespeare. 
Understanding
The research quite clearly shows that the pupils understand the translated text better than the original. Further analysis shows that native speakers of English and the more experienced pupils score better in all aspects, regardless of text order. The non-native speakers score higher for the authentic text in text order T - A ; they understand the original poem better when they have first read the translation.
Motivation
Overall, but especially when looking at the lower levels, the translated text is far more popular than the authentic text. With regard to text order, text order A - T  leads to a slightly higher motivation for the authentic text than text order T - A . However, there are a few exceptions to this rule. Girls and pupils with the learning styles of listener and visualiser seem to prefer text order T - A . In general, however, the majority of the pupils prefers to read the authentic text before they read the translated text.  
Perceived difficulty
The scores on perceived difficulty can be an indicator of motivation as well. It can be assumed that when pupils find themselves better capable of tackling a text, they are more motivated to continue their study of Shakespeare texts. The data of the survey enables the researchers to test this hypothesis.  





As expected, the research shows that the translated text is and is perceived to be easier to read and understand than the authentic text, in addition to being found more enjoyable to read. This is due to the fact that the translated text is more comprehensible because of the reduced language barrier. Rather than struggling with the traditional Shakespearean language, the pupils can focus more easily on content, which leads to better results. This partly explains why native speakers of English score better on understanding both texts. Their native language is more closely related to the Shakespearean language so they struggle less than their non-native counterparts. Pupils with more experience in studying Shakespeare score better on understanding than pupils with less experience. Pupils with the least experience enjoy the original text more than they enjoy the translation. This could indicate that they are initially excited about reading original Shakespeare and that more experienced pupils know how daunting an entire Shakespeare play can be. However, the pupils with the least experience also show far less interest in reading Shakespeare in the future than their more experienced peers. Therefore, it is an important job for teachers of Shakespeare to capture the pupils’ initial enthusiasm and use it to motivate the pupils to continue reading Shakespeare in the future.
	Pupils with lower levels are more motivated for reading the translated or adapted version of the sonnet. This might be due to the fact that their reading and language skills are not sufficient to deal with the more difficult authentic text, assuming that understanding and motivation are correlated. As a consequence their motivation to read the authentic text is low. 
The Finnish pupils have a strong preference for the authentic text, where the native pupils are more indifferent. Perhaps, ESL learners expect Shakespeare to be in English, and it feels a bit fake if his work is translated to a completely different language. Possibly, this decreases their motivation. Of course, the quality of the Finnish sonnet might be to blame. However, the researchers are unable to judge the quality of the Finnish translation.
It is interesting to see that text order A - T  leads to higher motivation for both texts and also leads to more willingness to read Shakespeare’s works in the future and a majority of pupils think the authentic text is more enjoyable to read when read first. It is difficult to draw any conclusions as to why this text order is more popular with the pupils. Especially the authentic poem scores better in this text order, which is the ultimate goal of teaching Shakespeare. Without original texts, the added value of teaching a literary classic is lost. However, this authentic element should not destroy the pupils’ motivation to read Shakespeare, nor should it hinder their understanding of his works. It is encouraging to see that pupils apparently prefer to tackle a more difficult, original, text first, rather than opting for the easier way out. However, the researchers believe that further research is necessary to determine what exactly leads to the pupils’ preference for text order A - T . Possibly, pupils end the survey on a more positive note when they read the easier text at the end. 
In contrast to the pupils’ preference for text order A – T, with regard to the authentic text, they seem to think the original text is easier in text sequence two. This suggests that the translation helps the pupils to understand the original. Strikingly, this leads to a contrast between the perceived difficulty of the authentic text – pupils prefer text order T - A  – and the pupils’ motivation to read the original poem – pupils prefer text order A – T. This suggests that pupils do not find a more difficult text less motivating per se.
The results also indicate some interesting differences between the sexes. Boys seem to find the translation easier, in contrast to the girls who remain indifferent. Boys, however, are more motivated for the authentic text. This exemplifies, again, that motivation and perceived difficulty are not necessarily correlated. This contradicts the idea that easier texts are more motivating. In addition to the gender difference, text order also plays a role in perceived difficulty: more boys think the authentic text is easier in text order A - T , whereas more girls think the authentic text is easier in text order T - A . Another striking difference is the fact that girls – and the pupils with a higher level – find it easier to read the authentic text after the translation. This research does not provide enough data to offer a satisfactory explanation for this finding and therefore more research is necessary. 

Practical implications for teaching bilingual and International classes
To provide any clear implications for teaching Shakespeare in (Dutch) bilingual and International education, focus of the analysis shifts to the differences between native and non-native speakers of English. The difference between these two groups is interesting because the pupils in this research (native speakers in the USA and, especially,  non-native speakers in Finland) are likely to represent pupils that can be found in bilingual and international classes. The researchers realise that Finnish bilingual pupils are not necessarily the same as Dutch bilingual pupils, but the difference between Finnish (bilingual) and American pupils is likely to be comparable to the difference between Dutch (bilingual) and American pupils.
Before offering any suggestions, the researchers would like to underline that, again, this research has shown the importance of differentiation of teaching methods within the classroom. The data shows considerable differences between the different groups of respondents. In almost every classroom there are boys and girls, movers, visualisers and listeners, and pupils of different levels. In addition, when teaching in an international setting, pupils’ prior knowledge of Shakespeare, educational background, and mother tongue can differ as well. 	
Taking this fact into consideration, the data offers suggestions on how to teach Shakespeare to a mixed group. When a teacher wants to enhance understanding, the researchers suggest that text order T - A  is a more suitable approach than text order A - T . Especially non-native pupils benefit from this sequence, whereas native speakers of English’s understanding is not influenced by text order. However, if the goal of a lesson is to increase motivation, text order A - T  is more desirable. Native speakers of English show no preference, whereas the non-native pupils have a slight preference for text order T - A . This text order increases their motivation to read Shakespeare’s material in the future.
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Appendix I – Survey Finland

Shakespeare 										FIIb
Please read the texts and instructions carefully before answering the questions.
When you have finished a page, please put it on the corner of your table, with the blank side up. Do NOT return to that sheet to change an answer!
When you have finished all the handouts (3 in total), please raise your hand, so I can collect your handouts.






Lue teksti huolella ja vastaa alla oleviin kysymyksiin.

Sonetti 116 
1.	Uskollisten mielten liitolle ei ole
2.	esteitä: rakkaus ei ole rakkautta
3.	jos se muuttuu muuttumisen halusta
4.	tai taipuu vastavoiman vastukseen.

5.	Ei, ei! Se on ikuisesti luja merkki,
6.	se kohtaa myrskyn eikä koskaan horju;
7.	se eksyneille laivoille on tähti
8.	jonka sijainti tunnetaan, ei mahti.

9.	Rakkaus ei ole ajan narri vaikka ajan sirppi
10.	niittää poskien ja huulten hehkun,
11.	rakkaus ei muutu hetken eikä viikon mukaan
12.	vaan kestää päiviemme loppuun asti.

13.	Jos tässä erehdyn ja minulle se todistetaan,
14.	en kirjoittanut mitään, ei rakastanut kukaan.

Kysymykset (ympäröi oikea vaihtoehto)

1. Mikä on tärkein rakkauden piirre tässä Shakespeare Sonetissa? 
Rakkaus on ...
   a) intohimoinen
   b) ei muuttuva
   c) ohjaava 

2. "Ajalla" (lause 9) on huono vaikutus mihin?
   a) kauniille kasvoille
   b) muuttumattomaan rakkauteen
   c) jokaiselle vaeltajalle

3. Mikä runossa "kestää päiviemme loppuun asti" (lause 12)?




4) Pidätko tästä sonetista?
1 (en laisinkaan)  - 	2 (en) 	-	3  -	4 (kylla)  	- 5 (kyllä, erittäin paljon)

5) Onko sonettia vaikea lukea ja ymmärtää?




Lue teksti huolella ja vastaa alla oleviin kysymyksiin.

Sonnet 116 
1.	Let me not to the marriage of true minds  
2.	Admit impediments. Love is not love
3.	Which alters when it alteration finds 
4.	Or bends with the remover to remove:

5.	no! it is an ever-fixed mark 
6.	That looks on tempests and is never shaken;
7.	It is the star to every wandering bark 
8.	Whose worth's unknown, although his height be taken.

9.	Love's not Time's fool, though rosy lips and cheeks 
10.	Within his bending sickle's compass come:
11.	Love alters not with his brief hours and weeks 
12.	But bears it out even to the edge of doom.

13.	If this be error and upon me proved  
14.	I never writ, nor no man ever loved.

Kysymykset (ympäröi oikea vaihtoehto)





2. Mihin viittaa sana "this" viivalla 13?
   a) rakkauteen
   b) tuhoon
   c) runon edellisiin 12 lauseseen

3. Mitä runon kaksi viimeistä lausetta tarkoittaa?
   a) runon sisältö on totta
   b) rakkaus on virhe
   c) runoilija ei ole koskaan kirjoittanut

4) Pidätko tästä sonetista?
1 (en laisinkaan)  - 	2 (en) 	-	3  -	4 (kyllä)  	- 5 (kyllä, erittäin paljon)

5) Pidin toisen sonetin lukemisesta ENEMMĀN / TAI / VĀHEMMAN kun sonetin aikaisemmasta versiosta.

6) Onko sonettia vaikea lukea ja ymmärtää?
1 (en laisinkaan)  - 	2 (en) 	-	3  -	4 (kyllä)  	- 5 (kyllä, erittäin paljon)

7) Mielestäni tätä sonettia oli helpompi / vaikeampi lukea ja ymmärtää kuin sonetin aikaisempaa versiota.

8) Haluaisitko lukea muita shakespearin tekstejä (sonetteja).
1 (en laisinkaan)  - 	2 (en) 	-	3  -	4 (kyllä)  	- 5 (kyllä, erittäin paljon)


 Appendix II – Survey America

Cover Shakespeare research AIa

Please read the texts and instructions carefully before answering the questions.
When you have finished a page, please put it on the corner of your table with the blank side up. Do not return to that sheet to change an answer!
When you have finished all the handouts (3 in total), please raise your hand, so I can collect your handouts.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE LET ME KNOW!









Please read the following text carefully and answer the questions below.

Sonnet 116 
1.	Let me not to the marriage of true minds  
2.	Admit impediments. Love is not love
3.	Which alters when it alteration finds 
4.	Or bends with the remover to remove:

5.	no! it is an ever-fixed mark 
6.	That looks on tempests and is never shaken;
7.	It is the star to every wandering bark 
8.	Whose worth's unknown, although his height be taken.

9.	Love's not Time's fool, though rosy lips and cheeks 
10.	Within his bending sickle's compass come:
11.	Love alters not with his brief hours and weeks 
12.	But bears it out even to the edge of doom.

13.	If this be error and upon me proved  
14.	I never writ, nor no man ever loved.

Questions (please circle the correct answer)






2) The word ‘this’ (line 13) refers to ____?
a)	love
b)	doom
c)	the first 12 lines of the poem

3) What do the last two lines of the poem suggest?
a)	The content of the poem is true
b)	Love is a mistake
c)	The poet has never written

4) Do you like the sonnet?
1 (no, not at all)     –     2 (no)     –    3    –     4 (yes)     –     5 (yes, very much)

5) Is the sonnet difficult (to read and understand)?




Please read the following text carefully and answer the questions below.

Sonnet 116 
1.	Let me not declare any reasons why two
2.	True-minded people should not be married. Love is not love
3.	Which changes when it finds a change in circumstances,
4.	Or bends from its firm stand even when a lover is unfaithful:

5.	Oh no! it is a lighthouse
6.	That sees storms but it never shaken;
7.	Love is the guiding north star to every lost ship,
8.	Whose value cannot be calculated, although its altitude can be measured.

9.	Love is not at the mercy of Time, though physical beauty
10.	Comes within the compass of his sickle.
11.	Love does not change with hours and weeks,
12.	But, rather, it endures until the last day of life.

13.	If I am proved wrong about this
14.	Then I take back all that I have written, and no man has ever loved. 

Questions (please circle the correct answer)
















4) Do you like this sonnet?
1 (no, not at all)     –     2 (no)     –    3    –     4 (yes)     –     5 (yes, very much)

5) I enjoyed reading this second sonnet more   /OR/   less than the previous version (on the first handout) of the sonnet.

6) Is this sonnet difficult (to read and understand)?
1 (no, not at all)     –     2 (no)     –    3    –     4 (yes)     –     5 (yes, very much)

7) I think this second sonnet is more   /OR/   less difficult than the previous version (on the first handout) of the sonnet.

8) Would you like to read more texts (sonnets) from Shakespeare?




Please fill out the learning styles survey and the additional questions. 
Learning styles surveyDecide how each of the statements fit you, by circling the number that best matches your point of view. There are no correct or incorrect answers, the survey will not be graded.1 =  almost never5 =  almost always	almost never	rarely	Sometimes	often	almost always
	Statement	1	2	3	4	5
1	I can remember something better if I write it down.	1	2	3	4	5
2	When reading I listen to words in my head or I read aloud.	1	2	3	4	5
3	I need to discuss things to understand them better.	1	2	3	4	5
4	I don't like to read or listen to instructions; I'd rather start working on the assignment straight away.	1	2	3	4	5
5	I can picture clearly in my head what things look like.	1	2	3	4	5
6	I can study better when music is playing.	1	2	3	4	5
7	I often need a break while studying.	1	2	3	4	5
8	I think better when I can move around; studying at a desk is not for me.	1	2	3	4	5
9	I take many notes on what I read and hear.	1	2	3	4	5
10	If I look at a person when he/she is speaking, it helps me to concentrate.	1	2	3	4	5
11	It's hard for me to understand what a person is saying when there is background noise.	1	2	3	4	5
12	I prefer to have someone tell me how to do something rather than having to read the directions myself.	1	2	3	4	5
13	I prefer hearing a lecture or tape rather than reading the text in a textbook.	1	2	3	4	5
14	When I can't think of a specific word I use my hands a lot to explain what I want to say.	1	2	3	4	5
15	I can follow a speaker easily even though I'm not looking at that person.	1	2	3	4	5
16	It's easier for me to get my work done in a quiet place.	1	2	3	4	5
17	It's easy for me to understand maps, charts & graphs.	1	2	3	4	5
18	When I start reading a book or an article, I like to have a quick look at the ending.	1	2	3	4	5
19	I remember what people say better than what they look like.	1	2	3	4	5
20	I remember things better if I study with somebody else.	1	2	3	4	5
21	I take notes, but I never go back to read them.	1	2	3	4	5
22	When I'm concentrating on reading or writing, noise, like the radio, bothers me.	1	2	3	4	5
23	It's hard for me to picture things in my head.	1	2	3	4	5
24	When I’m doing my assignments it really helps me if I talk aloud to myself, telling myself what to do next.	1	2	3	4	5
25	My notebook and desk may look messy, but I know where things are.	1	2	3	4	5
PLEASE TURN OVER 
26	When taking a test I can ‘see’ the textbook page and the correct answer on it.	1	2	3	4	5
27	I cannot remember a joke long enough to tell it again later.	1	2	3	4	5
28	When learning something new I prefer to listen to the necessary information first before I start on the assignment.	1	2	3	4	5
29	I like to complete one task before starting another.	1	2	3	4	5
30	I use my fingers to count and I move my lips when I read.	1	2	3	4	5
31	I dislike going through my work a second time to check for mistakes.	1	2	3	4	5
32	When I do something for the first time, it helps me if I try to see a picture of what I have to do in my head.	1	2	3	4	5
33	I can spell aloud better than when I write a word down. 	1	2	3	4	5
34	I often have to ask somebody to repeat what he or she said. 	1	2	3	4	5
35	During a discussion, I find it very difficult to sit still. 	1	2	3	4	5
36	I like jokes and riddles better than cartoons and cross word puzzles. 	1	2	3	4	5
37	When I watch TV or listen to the radio, somebody is always asking me to turn it down. 	1	2	3	4	5
38	To remember new words it helps me if I trace them. 	1	2	3	4	5
39	I don’t like copying things from the blackboard. 	1	2	3	4	5
40	When I get a telephone message, I better write it down before I forget. 	1	2	3	4	5
41	I dislike reading from the computer screen, especially if the backgrounds are busy. 	1	2	3	4	5
42	I am always drawing little pictures on the edges of my papers. 	1	2	3	4	5
43	I find storing information on my computer very helpful for my schoolwork. 	1	2	3	4	5




In what grade are you?					………………..
How old are you?						………………..
What is your native language?				………………..
Have you read/ studied Shakespeare before?	Yes! / a little bit / no
Your gender							male  /  female





Appendix III – Data analysis
An overview of the used SPSS output per research question. In this overview, only the data output that provided the outcome for the last column of Appendix´ V table is displayed. For the other columns, similar tables were generated but with certain variables crossed out or compared. The tables are preceded by the sub-question.

Overview of Analysed data






Which text order motivates pupils more to read a Shakespeare text?


Which text order increases the motivation to read a Shakespeare text in the future?






Which version do pupils enjoy reading most, and what is the role of text order?








Appendix IV – Data outcome
Research questions	text-order *	Native	non-native	visualizers	listeners	Movers	level 1	level 2	L. 3 native	L. 3 non-n.	level 3	Male	female	exp. Low	exp. av.	exp. high	Total	
With which textorder are the pupils more	1	3.27	3.56	3.31	3.23	3.54	3.00	3.50	3.33	3.50	3.45	3.39	3.41	3.08	3.42	3.57	3.40	**
motivated for the authentic text?	2	3.23	3.40	3.57	3.30	3.17	2.25	3.12	3.67	3.49	3.54	3.11	3.52	2.86	3.47	3.26	3.32	**
With which textorder understand the 	1	2.20	1.84	2.19	2.15	1.88	1.40	2.13	2.78	1.79	2.06	2.09	2.00	1.77	1.95	2.26	2.04	***
pupils the authentic text better?	2	2.23	2.08	2.19	1.90	2.25	1.00	2.35	2.58	2.04	2.23	2.04	2.31	1.57	2.27	2.26	2.18	***
With which textorder are the pupils more	1	3.53	3.68	3.56	3.31	3.77	3.40	3.63	3.33	3.67	3.58	3.57	3.63	3.15	3.68	3.78	3.60	**
motivated for the translated text?	2	3.20	3.64	3.76	3.50	3.46	3.50	3.29	4.08	2.52	3.69	3.30	3.79	2.86	3.70	3.58	3.57	**
With which textorder do the pupils	1	2.57	2.20	2.50	2.08	2.50	2.00	2.56	2.89	2.17	2.36	2.22	2.53	1.92	2.47	2.61	2.40	***
understand the translated text better?	2	2.54	2.20	2.57	2.10	2.38	2.00	2.35	2.75	2.22	2.40	2.22	2.48	1.57	2.37	2.63	2.36	***
With which textorder is the future 	1	2.97	3.28	2.56	2.69	3.32	2.60	3.06	3.00	3.21	3.15	2.78	3.34	2.38	3.21	3.43	3.11	**
interest to read Shakespeare higher?	2	3.07	2.96	2.95	3.30	3.04	2.25	2.59	3.08	2.70	3.34	2.70	3.52	2.29	3.10	3.21	3.04	**
What is the perceived difficulty of the	1	2.83	2.83	3.13	3.08	2.77	3.00	2.88	2.67	3.00	2.91	2.83	3.03	3.38	2.84	2.78	2.95	**
authentic poem?	2	2.87	2.86	3.10	2.90	2.79	3.75	3.24	2.33	2.83	2.66	3.07	2.76	2.57	3.03	2.32	2.84	**
What is the perceived difficulty of the	1	1.73	1.76	1.75	2.15	1.73	2.60	1.44	1.67	2.00	1.91	1.26	1.69	2.31	1.68	1.70	1.84	**
translated poem?	2	2.43	2.43	2.19	2.80	2.54	2.75	2.76	2.00	2.43	2.29	2.59	2.34	2.71	2.57	2.21	2.46	**
The authentic poem is the most 	1	27.6	56.5	56.3	50.0	26.7	25.0	25	44.4	54.5	51.6	50.0	33.3	63.6	33.3	34.8	40.4	****
enjoyable to read. (% = yes)	2	31.0	50.0	33.3	71.4	31.8	0	18.8	50.0	56.3	53.6	26.1	48.0	66.7	33.3	38.9	37.5	****
The translated poem is the most 	1	72.4	43.5	43.7	50.0	73.3	75.0	75	55.6	45.5	48.4	50.0	66.7	36.4	66.7	65.2	59.6	****
enjoyable to read. (% = yes)	2	69.0	50.0	66.7	28.6	68.2	100	81.3	50.0	43.8	46.4	73.9	52.0	33.3	66.7	61.1	62.5	****
The authentic poem is the most 	1	93.1	21.7	56.3	58.3	66.7	60.0	100	100	18.4	40.0	73.9	51.7	16.7	55.6	90.9	61.5	****
difficult to read. (% = yes)	2	62.1	35.0	47.4	71.4	52.2	100	56.3	66.7	27.8	43.3	60.9	44.4	40.0	51.9	55.6	52.0	****
The translated poem is the most 	1	6.9	78.3	43.8	41.7	33.3	40.0	0	0	81.8	60.0	26.1	48.3	83.3	44.4	9.1	38.5	****




*) Textorder 1: authentic-translation, 2: translation-authentic	 **)  on scale 1-2-3-4-5 (1 = low)	***)  on scale 0-1-2-3 (0 = little)	****)  percentage
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